Loss of pronation-supination in patients with heterotopic ossification around the elbow.
Heterotopic ossification (HO) is a well-recognized cause of limited flexion-extension, but it can also limit pronation-supination. There is a paucity of literature concerning restriction of pronation-supination due to HO. We conducted a retrospective review of patients who had undergone elbow surgery for HO removal between January 1, 2003, and September 27, 2013. Computed tomography scans were reviewed to determine the presence of HO restricting forearm rotation and were rated independently by 4 observers. Each elbow was given 1 of 4 scores according to the likelihood that HO was restricting forearm rotation. Agreement was achieved when 3 or 4 observers thought that HO definitely or probably caused a loss of pronation-supination. Of 132 post-traumatic patients undergoing HO excision for restricted elbow motion, 61 (46%) also lacked a functional arc of pronation and supination (50° and 50°, respectively). Of these 61 patients, 32 (53%) were considered to have lost forearm rotation because of HO. The remaining 29 patients (47%) were thought to have restricted forearm rotation for reasons unrelated to HO. In this study, loss of pronation-supination affected almost half of the patients (61 of 132 [46%]) undergoing HO excision around the elbow. Of these 61 patients, 32 (52%) had HO extending into the proximal forearm and affecting rotation. From our data, one can expect that about one-quarter (24% of patients in this study, or 32 of 132) with post-traumatic HO of the elbow will have a significant functional loss of pronation-supination due to HO extending into the forearm.